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Better Proposals improves Win-rate 

Win Ratio >65% - Capture Ratio >80%  

Win Ratio >65% - Capture Ratio >80%  

Win Ratio >50% - Capture Ratio >65%  

Win Ratio <50% - Capture Ratio <50%  

Win Ratio <25% - Capture Ratio <25%  



Buyers decision process  



Compliance vs. Responsiveness 

Stated Requirements 

Customer 

Need 

 

Issues 

Constraints 

Biases 

Underlying Business Issues 



Emphasising Strengths – Why us? 

Strategy Statement 
 
FarSounder is pleased to announce the award of an 
SBIR (Small Business Innovation Research) for 
Forward Bathymetry Sensing for Safe High Speed 
Boat Operation. 
 
According to Cheryl M. Zimmerman, Chief Executive 
Officer, “The US Navy will benefit significantly from 
the development of this new high speed sensor 
system as it will allow manned high-speed small 
boats to operate at the intended speeds for which 
the vessels were designed, while offering safe 
passage by avoiding obstacles and groundings.” 
 

Example borrowed from FarSounder: 
http://www.farsounder.com/node/312 



Ghost competition – Why not the others? 



Professional communication 

1. Important messages 
prominent 

2. Use visualization to 
underline strategy 

3. Lay-out for easy reading 



The 5 most important Guidelines (Do’s) in 
proposal writing  

1. Ensure a clear message and write it first  

2. Address all demands and customer requirements  

3. Follow the customer’s disposition from the tender material, 
closely  

4. Use customer language  

5. Use layout and graphic to underline and enhance the most 
important messages 
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1. Don’t make it difficult for the reader to find information 

2. Don’t force the reader to count 

3. Don’t force the reader to make his/her own conclusions 

4. Don’t overwhelm evaluators with technical specifications 

5. Don’t overload with non-tailored re-use material 

The 5 most common traps (Don’ts) in 
proposal writing  
  



? 

Contact me for further information or questions: 
frida.dunger.johnsson@shipleynordic.com 


